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Learn the Lingo – Strategy Mapping in StrategyShare 
 

Strategic planning and strategy management are notorious for the lack of consistency in terminology and naming 

conventions between approaches and methodologies. For example, what you call a goal may be considered an objective 

by another person. For this reason, most strategic planning/strategy management methodologies clearly define their terms 

so that people can use a particular approach quickly and effectively. 

 

The same goes for strategy management software applications like StrategyShare. Each platform uses its own terms for 

naming the different functions available in the application AND applies specific terminology for strategy management 

activities and content. Our “Learn the Lingo” series provides you with a consolidated, easy to use “cheat sheet” for the 

terminology used in each StrategyShare module.  

 

This edition of Learn the Lingo walks you through the terminology used in the Strategy Maps module of StrategyShare. Please 

remember to also use all of the onscreen, onboarding, and Strategy Management Coach resources available to you to get 

the help you need to successfully create, use, and edit strategy maps in StrategyShare.     

 

 

Strategy Map: A strategy map is a one page “document” that describes how your organization “creates value” and 

contributes in an actionable way to the achievement of your overall strategy – it outlines the “what”, “why”, and “how”. It 

provides a “picture” of your strategy, making the choices involved in delivering your customer or stakeholder promise 

transparent to everyone; it links important intangible elements of your business (i.e. skills, knowledge, culture, attitudes, etc.) 

to what your organization delivers and the tangible results you achieve; it provides a uniform and consistent way of describing 

your strategy; it provides a visual representation of the cause and effect relationships between the components of your 

strategy (your “theory” of how everything/everyone works together to achieve results – the story of your strategy); and it uses 

the same framework as your Strategy Scorecard measurement framework.  

 

Corporate Strategy Map: A corporate strategy map is the strategy map for your whole/overall organization or company. Your 

organization will have only one corporate strategy map. To maximize the achievement of desired results for your organization, 

business units, department, and team strategies need to align and work together – being able to line up with the 

strategy/strategy map for the whole organization makes life easier and produces better results.  

 

New Strategy Map: Sometimes a corporate strategy map doesn’t exist but you have a business unit or department leader 

who wants to give strategy maps and strategy management a try …..  this is a time when you would decide to create a new 

strategy map. A new strategy map is a stand alone strategy map - it’s not hooking onto/created from a “parent” strategy 

map.  

 

Cascaded Strategy Map: A cascaded strategy map is directly related to a “parent” strategy map (i.e. the strategy/strategy 

map that the strategy map you are creating (i.e. the cascaded strategy map) contributes the most directly to). A cascaded 

strategy map reflects an organizational group’s contribution to the achievement of a parent group’s strategy.  A cascaded 

strategy map shares strategic objectives with the strategy map of the organizational unit it reports to/that’s above it but it 

can also have different/unique/additional strategic objectives that don’t exist on the parent map (use the wizard in 

StrategyShare to help you create your cascaded strategy map). You must have already created the parent group’s strategy 

map before attempting to create a cascaded strategy map. Cascading strategy maps make it easier to ensure appropriate 

strategic alignment throughout your organization.  
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Strategy Object: Every box that goes on your strategy map contains important content that, together, lays out your 

organization’s strategy. Each box on your strategy map is called a strategy object. There are five different types of strategy 

objects (Mission, Our Promise, Core Values, Strategic Objectives, and Vision). When you click on the strategy object creation 

box (in the edit screen), StrategyShare will show you a popup box – select the type of strategy object you wish to create in 

the Strategy Object Type field. 

 

Strategy Map Perspective: A perspective on a strategy map is any one of the horizontal bands that you see on your strategy 

map template. Traditionally, these perspectives are labelled as follows on the private sector/for-profit company strategy map: 

Financial, Customer, Internal Process, and Organizational Capabilities. In the case of public sector and non-profit 

organizations, the traditional strategy map perspective names are: Stakeholder Outcomes, Internal Process, Organizational 

Capabilities, and Financial/Resource Management. The orientation of these perspectives will be different on different strategy 

map templates. Perspectives help organize the strategic objectives you place on your strategy map so that the “flow” of your 

strategy/strategic objectives creates a coherent “strategy story”. 

 

 

There are five different types of strategy objects (Mission, Our Promise, Core Values, Strategic Objectives, and Vision) on a 

strategy map. When you click on the strategy object box, StrategyShare will show you a popup box – select the type of 

strategy object you wish to create in the Strategy Object Type field. 

 

Mission: A mission statement is a short (<10 words), inspirational, and aspirational statement that communicates your 

organization’s WHY or purpose. Your mission statement usually describes the basic purpose of your organization including how 

it serves your customers and/or stakeholders, what products or services it provides, and the ultimate impact it wishes to have 

(on its customers, stakeholders, and/or society). An organization’s mission statement should be short and memorable and is 

displayed at the top of the strategy map. Keeping it short and simple means that employees will be able to remember it and 

leverage it to guide their everyday decisions. 

 

Promise: Your promise is a short statement that communicates the unique value, big benefit, and/or differentiated promise 

your organization offers to your customer or primary stakeholder. Be sure to write your promise using words that your customer 

or primary stakeholder can relate to. 
 

Core Values:  The 3 – 5 core values that you put at the bottom of your strategy map describe the behavioral attributes 

required to create an organizational culture that positions your organization to deliver your Promise to your customer and/or 

stakeholders. 

 

Strategic Objective: With your stakeholder/customer promise and value proposition in mind, and leveraging your knowledge 

of the corresponding operating models (for more information on this, please look at available strategy mapping resources), 

you must ask and answer a series of important questions to identify the strategic objectives for your strategy map. Strategic 

objectives are written as short, action-oriented statements that describe a specific value creating activity and appear as 

boxes on your strategy map. Including an action word in the name of each strategic objective makes it easier for employees 

to see what action they should take to successfully implement your organization’s strategy. You are ideally aiming for a 

maximum of six strategic objectives in each perspective of your strategy map, however, it isn’t unusual to have a few more 

on your first strategy map. Your goal is to create the most focused set of strategic objectives possible in response to each of 

the four questions. 

 

Cause and Effect Arrows: An important part of developing a strategy map is depicting the direct relationships between 

strategic objectives. These cause and effect arrows demonstrate the story of an organization's strategy and anyone looking 

at the arrows on any strategy map should be able to see how the organization thinks the “flow” works in its strategy (and 

activities) to produce results. It's important to focus on the most direct relationships between strategic objectives ONLY - if you 

don't your strategy map will become very busy and hard to read. 

 

 

 

 

The Different Types of Strategy Objects on Your Strategy Map 
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Vision: An organization’s vision is built on its core values and mission, and paints a clear and measurable picture of what the 

organization wants to achieve by a defined point (specific date) in the future on the journey towards achieving its mission. A 

vision stretches the organization’s capabilities and image of itself, it clarifies the direction of the organization, and it will help 

you prioritize the strategic objectives on your strategy map. Your vision statement should be short and memorable. Be sure to 

include both the future target date and clear, measurable performance targets in your Vision statement. 

 

 

Different Strategy Objects require different information to help make it easier for you and your people to put your strategy 

into action and, in the case of Strategic Objectives, assign accountability for managing successful strategy implementation. 

All of these items are REQUIRED information fields.  

 

Strategy Object Type: Mission 
 

Definition: This is the place where you will type in your organization’s mission statement – it will appear in the strategy object 

box that is visible on your strategy map. This field has a character limit to encourage you to keep your mission statement short 

and memorable (if you can’t fit your full mission statement into one box you can create a  second mission strategy object 

and type in the rest of the mission statement in the definition field). 

 

 

Strategy Object Type: Our Promise 
 

Definition: This is the place where you will type in your organization’s promise statement – it will appear in the strategy object 

box that is visible on your strategy map. This field has a character limit to encourage you to keep your promise statement short 

and memorable (if you can’t fit your full promise statement into one box you can create a  second promise strategy object 

and type in the rest of the promise statement in the definition field). 

 

 

Strategy Object Type: Core Values 
 

Name: The name of your core value goes in this field – it will appear in the strategy object box that is visible on your strategy 

map. 
 

Definition: The information that goes in this field describes what the core value looks like in action so employees can live your 

organization's values every day. This information is accessible by clicking on the core value strategy object box that appears 

on the strategy map. Sometimes you need time to write a definition that you are happy with. When this is the case, simply 

type in TBD into the definition field and then come back later in edit mode to add your revised definition. 

 

 

Strategy Object Type: Strategic Objective 
 

Name: The name or phrase for the strategic objective goes in this field – it will appear in the strategy object box that is visible 

on your strategy map. 
 

Definition: The information that goes in this field helps ensure that everyone in your organization has the same understanding 

of what each strategic objective is. A strategic objective definition is usually a short, two sentence (maximum) that answers 

two simple questions about a strategic objective: “What do we really mean by this strategic objective and what is included 

within it?” and “Why is this strategic objective important and how does it contribute to the achievement of our organization’s 

strategy?”. This information is accessible by clicking on the strategic objective box that appears on the strategy map. 

Sometimes you need time to write a definition that you are happy with. When this is the case, simply type in TBD into the 

definition field and then come back later in edit mode to add your revised definition. 
 

Strategy Map Perspective: Type the name of the strategy map perspective that the strategic objective sits in on the strategy 

map in this field (see a description of a strategy map perspective on page 2 of this document). The Strategy Scorecard for 

this strategy map will use this information later to organize the listing of strategic objectives and indicators in the scorecard 

display screen. 
 

Strategic Objective Owner: A strategic objective owner is the person we ask to keep an eye on the “health” of the strategic 

objective on behalf of the organization. Strategic objective owners can edit the definition of their assigned strategic objective 

and can write strategic objective performance commentary when it’s required. Only one person can be selected to be the 

strategic objective owner for any given strategic objective at a time. The pool of people who can be selected as a strategic 

The Terminology in the Different Strategy Object Popup Boxes 
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objective owner for a strategic objective are people who (1) belong to the group(s) that have access to the strategy map 

and (2) have been given the role strategic objective owner as one of their permissions. If you click on the drop down field in  

the strategic objective popup box and don’t see the name of the person you’d like to make the strategic objective owner, 

it could be because (1) they don’t belong to a group that has access to the strategy map, and/or (2) they haven’t been 

given permission to play the strategic objective owner role.    
 

Set Priority: When you have a high number of strategic objectives on your strategy map, it isn’t reasonable to expect that you 

can devote equal effort to all of them at the same time – to solve this problem we give a higher level of priority to a few of 

the strategic objectives on the strategy map (usually 3 -5 strategic objectives) for a defined period of time (usually 12 to 24 

months). Prioritization doesn’t mean that you forget about the other strategic objectives on your strategy map – it just means 

that, if you have a choice about where to allocate scarce resources, you will put a little more behind your high priority 

strategic objectives. Designate the priority of each strategic objective by selecting either normal or high from the drop down 

field. Strategic objectives with a high priority setting will show an asterisk beside the strategic objective name in the strategic 

objective box on the strategy map.    

 

The majority of terms you’ll encounter when creating a cascaded strategy map are the same as those used when creating 

parent and/or stand alone strategy maps. However, here are a few additional terms/phrases that you’ll see when working 

with cascaded strategy maps. 

 

 

Identify Strategic Objectives Staying “As Is”: When a strategic objective from the parent strategy map is adopted on the 

cascaded strategy map with NO changes to the strategic objective’s name and definition, the strategic objective is adopted 

“as is”. This is also called a hard cascade. Hard cascades are strategic objectives that are transferred directly, word for word, 

from the strategy map at one level of the organization (i.e. the parent strategy map) to the next.  

 

Identify Strategic Objectives Needing Modification: When a strategic objective from the parent strategy map is adopted on 

the cascaded strategy map with modifications to the strategic objective’s name and/or the definition, the strategic objective 

is modified. This is also called a soft cascade. Soft cascades are strategic objectives that are clearly related to strategic 

objectives at the higher/parent group’s level but use original/group-specific wording and/or strategic objective definitions. 

This makes the soft cascade strategic objective more relevant to the group and its strategy/contribution. 

 

 

 

Terminology Associated with Cascaded Strategy Maps 


